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QUESTION 1

XYZ Corp users are experiencing delays in the application that you suspect is related to the database. 

Which two options do you recommend to isolate the issue? (Choose Two) 

A. Write Pega logs to the database server. 

B. Investigate when the database is used most heavily. 

C. Lower query-time-related alert thresholds. 

D. Increase the threshold for blob-size alerts. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

APP Studio created a data type in the Organization layer for Quote data called BCO-Data Quote. How do you help
users find rules from this data class when working in APP Studio? 

A. Create a BCO-QI -Data-Quote class that inherits from BCO Data-Quote. 

B. Use a Data Reference to configure the rules that you need from the BCO-Data-Quote class. 

C. Copy the fields In the data class to the BCO QT Work- class so all subclasses can see the Quote rules. 

D. Select each rule you want to reuse in the application as a relevant record. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Table a contains customer information. Table B contains complaints submitted by customers. Table C contains positive
feedback submitted by customer. 

You are tasked to write a report that list all rows in Table A where, per customer, the number of rows in Table B related
to Table A are greater than the number of rows in Table C related to table A. 

Which method creates the report that executes with the best performance? 

A. Define two subreports: one that counts rows in Table B relative to Table A, and on that counts the rows in table C
relative to Table A. Only include rows in the main. Report against table A where the table B count is greater that the
Table C count. 

B. Join table A to Table B and C using include all rows in this class. Count the Join column from both Table B and Table
C. Only include rows where the first count is greater than the second. 

C. Join table A to Table B and C using include all rows in join class. Count the Join column from both Table B and Table
C. Only include rows where the first count is greater than the second. 
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D. Define two subreports, one where table B users \\'\\'Do not Join\\'\\', and one where Table C users \\'\\'Do not Join\\'\\',
In the main report count the rows from each subpreport, then only include rows where the count from the Table B
subreport than the count from the Table C subreport. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The SLA and the customer\\'s system administrator are reviewing scenarios that do not require an application server
restart. Select three scenarios from this list. (choose three) 

A. When deploying rule only hotflxes 

B. When changing the prweb web.xml file 

C. When changing the system name 

D. When the deploying new rules 

E. When the prlogging.xml file is modified 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer has set the Rule security mode on the access group to Deny. Select the reason for this setting. 

A. Require Access of Role to Object rules be specified for each layer in the class hierarchy and not inherited from parent
classes. 

B. Deny access to a rule if the privilege of the user is not defined in an Access of Role to Object. 

C. Disable standard privileges providing administrator access to the application (for example AllFlows and
AllFllowActions). 

D. Ensure that all rules with the option of specifying a privilege have a privilege. Only users with the privilege can
execute the rules. 

Correct Answer: D 
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